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Daniella pursed her lips and said to Jack, “It’s getting dark. Let’s find a place to rest!”

Jack nodded his head and scoured through the forest.

After a while, Jack found a huge crack that was easy to miss on the surface of a cliff. It was
probably large enough to allow two to three people to spend the night there.

“We can’t find a cave, and it’ll be too dangerous to sleep on a tree. There’s a crack on the
cliff face there. Why don’t we spend the night there?”

Jack looked at Daniella. She was beautiful, yes, but he did not know if she could rough it out,
being raised in a first-class family since young.

“All right. Let’s go!”

Daniella took Jack’s hand, grinning. “I can spend the night anywhere if you’re with me. I’m
happy with you by my side!”

Her face flushed after she said that.

“How adorable!”

Jack gave a bitter smile. Daniella ‘s innocence truly made one feel as though they were
experiencing their first love.

The two quickly flew toward the crack. The crack was big enough for the two of them to
squeeze in.

However, Jack did not think that there would be such a huge space behind the crack,
extending for a few dozen meters. The area was large enough to allow two to sit and rest
comfortably.

Maybe others had stayed there before. There was plenty of wild grass in it, and it was
comfortable to sit on.

“This is great. I can spend another night with you!”

Daniella smiled and sat beside Jack, resting her head on his shoulder.

“Young Master Church, you promised me that you would kill anybody from the White family if
they came your way!”

Not long after they settled down, Jack and Daniella heard a soft voice from outside.

“Hah. Don’t worry. I, Nathan Church, will fulfil all my promises to you!”



Soon enough, a man’s carefree voice rang out. He added, “Look over there, Babe. There’s a
crack. Why don’t we have some fun in there!”

When they heard this, Daniella and Jack exchanged a glance, speechless. They did not
imagine that someone else would spot the crack on the cliff.

“There are still so many geniuses from the Church family around us. Why don’t we do it after
we get out of here?”

The woman spoke in a flirty, coquettish tone. Goosebumps prickled all over Jack’s skin.

“Such pigs!”

Daniella gritted her teeth and huffed.

“No way, Babe. You asked us to help you, so of course I want to experience the benefits
now. If you don’t give me something now, you might just forget about our deal once we get
out. Who should I go to then?”

The man named Nathan spoke again.
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“You…”

The woman from the Lagorio family hesitated for a while. Then she nodded her head. “All
right then,” she agreed.” Seriously though. Nobody ever does it in a place like this…”

Nathan gave a wicked grin.” Hehehe.”

After he said that, he told the few dozen men from the Church family behind him, “Go on top
of the cliff to rest. Miss Lucy Lagorio and I will join you after a while!”

“Hah, go ahead, Young Master Church. Go ahead!”

A man gave a wicked smile. “No

Time to waste, Young Master Church. Even we’re getting smitten by such a sexy lady!”

“It’s Lucy!”

In the cliff’s crack, Daniella jumped to her feet. “The Lagorio family is terrible. They would
resort to using a seductress to get the geniuses from the other families to kill the White
family members, all because they have a grudge against you and want to make your
geniuses die in this competition!”

“You know Lucy? Is she

Popular?”



Jack’s brows creased together. It had not been long since he returned to the White family.
He did not quite know the geniuses from the other families.

Daniella nodded her head. “Not just Lucy. I know Nathan too!”

Here, she told Jack with a grave expression, “Nathan is strong. The Church family is one of
the eight reclusive families, as you probably know, and Nathan is the Third Elder’s grandson.
He has excellent natural talent, and he’s already at the advanced stage of the true god
realm. He’s probably as strong as my eldest sister now. Lucy, on the other hand, is a popular
beauty from the Lagorio family. She has a voluptuous figure!”

“I never thought that the Lagorio family would resort to such tactics to bring the White family
down!”

Jack clenched his fists, angry.” If she convinces Nathan to order the Church family members
to kill the White family members on sight, my family will suffer great losses. They’ll definitely
run into the White family members at some point in this competition!”

“That’s right. They’re so vicious. The Church family is one of the eight first-class families,”
Daniella said solemnly, bobbing her head. “Nathan had his eyes set on Lucy a long time ago,
but he has never managed to win her over. Now that she’s serving herself up to him, of
course, he’ll agree to whatever she says. More importantly, if a genius like him hunts down
your family members with his men, it’ll be bad!”

“Thank goodness we’re only two or three days into the competition,” Jack replied. “And thank
goodness I found out about this. It’d be troublesome otherwise.”

Here, he paused before continuing, “It’ll be best for the White family if I get rid of him now!”

“All right, but be careful. Nathan is pretty strong, and he’s a good fighter!”

Daniella could not help but feel worried. After all, that man could probably go toe-to-toe with
her eldest sister.

She did not imagine that Jack would answer so flippantly, “It’s not like you haven’t seen my
strength!”

Only then did Daniella recall that Jack had killed eight fighters from the true god realm all
alone. Her eldest sister could not accomplish a feat like that. Among the people he killed,
there were two fighters at the intermediate stage of the true god realm.

“All right, I believe you!”

Daniella nodded her head.

At this moment, the two people had flown before the crack’s entrance.
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Jack gave an icy smile, taking deliberate steps outward.

“Oh my. I didn’t think that there was another couple here!”

Nathan, who was at the entrance, was shocked when he saw Jack and Daniella. Then his
lips curved into a mischievous grin.

“Jack?”

Lucy was taken aback as well when she recognized Jack. “Tsk tsk. I never thought that you
were together with Third Young Mistress Cabello, Jack,” she quickly said, smiling. “Never in
a thousand years!”

“That’s right. Aren’t you a couple with First Young Mistress Cabello? Why are you sneaking
around with the Third Young Mistress here!”

Nathan gave a wicked smile. “I never thought that you two were bedfellows!”

Daniella folded her arms across her chest furiously. “What are you talking about? We’re just
spending the night here. We did nothing! What the h*ll are you saying?”

After she said that, she added with a frosty smile, “Now you, Lucy, are absolutely shameless.
Don’t think that we didn’t overhear your conversation. Heh. You’re actually using your body
to gain favors-to get the Church family to help you kill the White family. Even a cow has more
shame than you!”

“You…”

Lucy was livid, but she quickly tamped down on her anger.“ Heh. Who knows if you two were
up to some sneaky stuff before we arrived here,” she said in a mysterious tone. “You must
have put on your clothes after you heard us talking. And you dare to speak about us. A
woman who steals her sister’s man is the real b*tch!”

“You-you think I’m as shameless as you?”

Daniella was angry. “We were just preparing to spend the night here!”

“Sure, you can spend the night here, but we don’t know how you are going to spend the
night, right?”

Nathan spoke with a cold smile on his face.

At this moment, the men waiting below flew up. “Young Master Church, why aren’t you two
going in yet?” they asked. “ Who are you talking to!”



When they came before the entrance of the crack, they were stunned by the sight of the two
people inside. “My God. Never thought that there’ll be people inside here,” they said. “Isn’t
this the heir of the White family? And Third Young Mistress Cabello!”

“No way. Aren’t relations between their families terrible? Why would the Third Young
Mistress hang around Young Master White?”

One of the men spoke doubtfully after thinking about it, “Isn’t the First Young Mistress a
couple with this fellow? Why is the Third Young Mistress together with him?”

“You all have a lot to say!”

Jack’s expression darkened. “I heard everything you said just now,” he said. “You want to kill
the White family members? Heh. You really don’t know how to pick your fights!”

“I never thought that you’d be so feisty. Did you think that the White family is truly considered
one of the eight reclusive families? The Church family will never recognize you!”
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“All right, Young Master Church. Help me kill him. He really is a big fish!”

Lucy’s eyes brightened after she heard that. “Young Master Church, if you kill this guy, I’ll
stay by your side day and night for this entire month!” she spoke happily.

“Hah. Okay. You said it yourself!”

Young Master Church also gave an ecstatic grin after he heard that. He even slapped her
*ss.

“You’re such a tease, Young Master Church!”

Lucy’s expression turned flirtatious.

“You dirty people!”

Jack shook his head impatiently. “Nathan, I heard that you’re the grandson of the Third
Elder,” he spoke to Young Master Church, “and you have the strongest talent and cultivation
level in the Church family. It must have been difficult to break into the advanced stage of the
true god realm!”

“Heh. You know a lot about me, eh?”

Nathan chuckled. “No way about it though. I won’t let you go even if you beg me on your
knees now,” he said. “Because I made a promise to Lucy!”

“I have no intention of begging!”



Jack clenched his fists and rushed toward his opponent. “I wanted to tell you that it’s a
shame you choose death over life with such immense talent. What happens next is your
problem!”

“You’ve got a mouth on you. I heard that you’re only at the intermediate stage of the true god
realm. You’re an illegitimate son from the mortal realm. Trash like you dreams of killing me?”

Nathan also clenched his fist when he saw Jack rushing over and initiating an attack. His fist
collided with Jack’s.

Bang!

A dull explosion rang out. The next second, Nathan was thrown a few dozen meters
backward before he managed to steady himself, even though he was of a higher cultivation
level than Jack.

Bam!

A man had been standing not too far behind him, never imagining that Jack would send
Nathan flying. He did not have time to react before Nathan rammed into him, and blood
spurted out of his mouth. He slammed onto the ground, color leached from his face. As
someone at the intermediate stage of the semi-god status, he had sustained serious injuries.

“What a powerful attack!”

The rest of them flew backward to gain some distance. Most of them were in the semi-god
realm, with only one at the beginning stage of the true god status.

After all, there were not many geniuses at the true god status even within a first-class family.

“No-no way!”

Lucy, who flew backward as well, was utterly stupefied. She suspected that she had seen it
wrongly.

She heaved a sigh after she thought about it. “Seriously, Young Master Church? You must
have been holding back your strength because you’re underestimating him,” she told Young
Master Church.” Seriously. You scared me. You can’t just look down on him like that!”

Nathan did not have the guts to admit that he messed up before the woman he had wanted
for so long.

He flashed an awkward smile.” You’re right. I was underestimating this punk. He must have
been training particularly in body refinement techniques, so he has quite good strength!”

Here, he flashed another smile at Lucy. “Don’t worry. I’ll use my chi this time. This punk’s
cultivation technique isn’t as strong as mine. He’s no match for me!”
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After he said that, he clenched his fists and gathered his chi.” You’ve pissed me off, you
punk,” he said, glaring at Jack.” I’ll be using my full strength this time!”

“Hmph!”

Jack merely gave an icy smile and clenched his fists as well, gathering his chi.

Whoosh!

This time, Nathan initiated the attack and flew over in a blink of an eye, his fist barreling
toward

Jack.

Bang!

Soon enough, a frightening bang rang out. This sound was a lot more terrifying than the
earlier explosion.

Yet Nathan only managed to hold on for two seconds before being blown backward by Jack.

“Young Master Church. What….what’s going on? You’re not a match for him?”

Lucy was completely stupefied. Jack flew out and stood before the cliff, staring at them
disdainfully, as though he were the most powerful being on earth. His eyes made Lucy
suspect Nathan’s ability.

Nathan felt extremely embarrassed. He clenched his teeth and flipped his palm. “Don’ t
worry. He’s skilled in using chi, but my weapon is a middle-grade spiritual tool,” he said.”
Hmph. Along with my second-grade elementary martial skill, this punk will be reduced into
dust!”

Jack flipped his palm and took out his black sword, pouring his chi into it.

Hum!

A terrible shriek of metal rang out, and the black fog began to encase the blade, rippling as
though it was swaying to a mysterious dance.

“Why does this resonance feel different?”

Lucy frowned, sensing that something was off. It was as though Jack’s sword had a stronger
resonance than Nathan’s middle-grade spiritual tool.

“Flaming slash!”

After Jack poured his chi into the sword, he gave a powerful swing of his sword.



Whoosh!

Suddenly, a glowing red sword aura flew out, as if it were a blade of flames streaking toward
Nathan.

“Sh*t. That punk’s martial skill is strong!”

Nathan had no more confidence after seeing Jack’s fearsome attack. He threw his own
attack out in panic.

Bang!

The two terrifying attacks collided with each other. A scary bang rippled throughout the
atmosphere, sending a few Church family members nearby stumbling backward.

“No-no way!”

Soon, Nathan realized that his attack had been completely suppressed by Jack’s. He was so
shocked that all color drained from his face. He wheeled around to escape after he cried out.

Unfortunately, after Jack’s attack destroyed his, the remaining sword aura was still terrifying.
It rushed toward him with unstoppable force and landed on his back.

Bang!

Nathan flew outward like a kite without a string. He thudded heavily on the ground, spurting
blood out. His limbs fell, and he was dead.

“Oh-oh no. Young Master Church is dead!”

The geniuses from the Church family all paled when they saw this. He was the strongest
fighter among the Church family geniuses, yet Jack had killed him so easily!

Chapter 1350.
Nathan, who was at the advanced stage of the true god status, was one of the top geniuses
among the eight first-class families. These geniuses were considered to be the aces of this
competition.

Even if they could not defeat their opponent, it should not be a problem for them to escape
difficult opponents. They only had a small possibility of getting killed

Unless their opponent’s fighting strength was far stronger than theirs.



Nathan’s death shocked the Church family members that their faces paled. They could not
believe their eyes.

“Run!”

Everybody prepared to escape after they recollected themselves.

Jack had dared to kill their Third Elder’s grandson, what more them, who had far lower
cultivation levels. They were also in a much lower position than many Church family
members.

Whoosh whoosh whoosh!

Yet Jack clenched his sword. With a few flashes, he sent a few sword auras flying,
immediately killing the fellows who wanted to escape.

Whoosh!

With another flash, Jack appeared before Lucy.

She scanned her surroundings, realizing that all the Church family members were now dead.
She was the only one left alive.

She was so frightened that her face paled. Jack slowly raised the sword in his hand, and she
quickly fell onto her knees.

“Young Master Jack, please spare me! I-I’m absolutely no match for you!

“If you spare me, Young Master Jack, I-I’ll give all the plaques I have to you!”

Lucy kneeled before Jack and begged profusely.

When she saw that he was pouring his chi into the sword and had no intention of replying,
Lucy was frightened even more.

However, she quickly thought of something. She bit her lower lip and exposed her
collarbone.

“I’ll be yours if you spare me!”

Lucy stared straight at Jack, expression determined.

She still had some confidence in herself. She was not as beautiful as Third Young Mistress
Cabello, but she had the best figure among the young women in the Lagorio family. She also
had vixen-like features. She had not met a single man who was not perverted. Even some
elders who were forty or fifty years old would sneak glances at her whenever she swayed
her hips.



“So shameless!”

Daniella watched as Lucy tried to seduce Jack from the entrance of the crack. She was so
furious that she clenched her teeth. She was too much. That girl seriously had no dignity.

Whoosh!

Yet Daniella did not think that Jack would only be stunned momentarily before he swung his
sword. In a moment, Lucy’s head had been chopped off.

Bang!

Her body also thudded onto the floor. Quiet returned to the air.
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Jack kept his sword and flew down, collecting the martial rings from all the men.

Daniella flew down as well and flashed a sweet smile at Jack.” You didn’t hesitate at all even
when she was trying to seduce you. She was practically serving herself up to you! And you
still didn’t fall for her?”

Jack’s actions made Daniella felt very contented. The man she had her eyes on was truly a
good man and was not weak to such temptation.

“Heh, do I have to accept someone when they offer themselves to me?”

Jack chuckled and said, “ Besides, a woman like her is like a wh*re without a soul to me. I’
ve only met her once. How could I like her!”

“Let’s go back into the crack and see what you’ve found!”

Daniella gave a small smile and got ready to fly toward the crack.

Yet Jack gave a bitter smile. “Let ‘s not go back in. The bodies are all there. If anyone
passes by they’ll spot the crack easily. It’ll be bad if they found out that I killed all of them!
Although they said that we could kill anyone in this competition, it’s best if we don’t offend
the Church family!”

“You’re right! They might hate you in the future!”

Daniella smiled. “Let’s go. We’ll find another place to rest!”

The two searched for a while before coming across a small cave a few kilometers away.
They went right in.



After they went in, Jack took out the martial arts he looted from Lucy and Nathan, and the
others.

The regular men from the Church family did not have many items of importance, but
Nathan’s martial ring contained a red plaque and a few black plaques, as well as his
middle-grade sword and a few stalks of spirited grass..,

What Jack did not expect though, was to find a lower-grade sword, a few stalks of spirited
grass, and a few plaques in Lucy’s martial ring.

“This is a good haul. We actually have a red plaque. This means that we have a hundred
black plaques!”

Jack took everything after he studied the spoils of war before him.

“That’s right. This means that the red plaques are popping up now. After all, we’ve already
traveled pretty deep into the forest!”

Daniella sat to the side, resting her exquisite head on her palms. She stared at Jack with
such eagerness, completely lost in love.

Jack felt embarrassed on the receiving end of the stare. He took out a stalk of first-grade
premium spirited grass and a few ingredients, as well as the alchemy pot.

“No way. Are you going to create pills now? I thought that we could finally talk!”

Daniella pursed her lips when she saw that he was going to make pills, clearly unhappy.

“I’ve never gotten my hands on a first-grade premium spirited grass before, that’s why I’ve
had no chance to create first-grade premium pills. Now that I have the ingredients, I should
give it a try. I’ll give it to you if it’s successful!”

Jack flashed a wan smile and spoke to Daniella.

Warmth bloomed in her chest when she heard this.

“Think about it. I’ve never given anything to you before. Take this as my first gift to you!”

Jack flipped his palm, looking at the young, beautiful girl before him. The alchemy pot floated
in the air. With a wave of his hand, a small fire sparked from the chi gathered in his palm,
heating the bottom of the pot.
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The small flame began to flicker beneath the pot. After a while, Jack managed to heat the
entire pot. It was clear that he was an old hand at this.



Daniella did not dare to interrupt Jack. She sat quietly at the side, appreciating the serious
expression on Jack’s face as he hovered over the pot.

Jack quickly grabbed some ingredients and threw them into the pot, controlling the flame
through his willpower, and started to extract some of the liquid.

After a while, he added another handful of ingredients, quietly sensing the changes in the
formula and extracting the medicinal liquid.

Time trickled by. After a while, Jack threw all his ingredients into the pot. Beads of sweat
began to gather above his brow.

A small smile hung on Daniella’s lips as she watched Jack brew the concoction. He knitted
and unknitted his brows sporadically, and she thought it was a joy to watch him make pills.

Soon enough, he extracted all the medicinal liquid he could, doing everything with a
practiced hand.

After a moment, the most important step of creating pills came along; the liquid started to
harden.

Jack continued to control the fire, and the liquid continued to boil and bubble. It shrank and
shrank and began to solidify.

“Rise!”

In a flash, Jack raised his hand, and small pills flew up, floating before him. His lips curved
into a satisfied smile.

“Was it a success? My God. You succeeded on the first try!”

Daniella’s eyes brightened once she saw this. She scurried over.” Our First Elder is an
expert alchemist, but even he can’t create pills on the first try. He always fails a few times
before he gets it right.”

“Phew!”

Jack released a huff and studied the pills carefully. “Not bad. It was a success. But the color
is off. It’s probably an ordinary pill!”

“It’s already good enough that you succeeded yet you’re picking at the color?”

Daniella rolled her eyes at Jack. “If you failed, those ingredients would have truly been
wasted!”

Jack nodded his head, then he gently placed the pills onto Daniella’s palm. “They’re for you.
You have good talent, but I heard that you like to slack off. Hopefully, this will help you break
into the intermediate stage of the true god realm quickly!”



“All right. Thank you!”

Daniella grinned so hard that her eyes narrowed. “I’ll cultivate myself every night when I’m
free,” she said. “Once my level is stable and I’m about to break into the intermediate stage of
the true god realm, I’ll take these pills to help me!”

After she said that, she kept the pills and leaned her head against Jack’s shoulder. “You’re
so nice to me, Jack!”

The two watched the moon quietly from the outside of the cave. After resting for a while, the
sky began to brighten.

The two quickly flew out from the cave and set out for the day.

Both of them did not run into much trouble in the morning. They saw a few monsters after
they flew a little deeper into the forest, but the monsters were not very strong, so Jack took
care of them quickly.

However, their search was not very successful. They only found two black plaques and two
stalks of first-grade premium spirited grass throughout the morning.

Bang bang bang!

In the afternoon, a terrifying explosion tore out not too far away from where the two of them
were. It sounded ferocious.
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“It seems like a big fight involving a lot of people!”

Daniella frowned. “Let’s go and take a look. What if our family members are there!”

“Okay!”

Jack nodded his head and flew toward the direction of the sound with Daniella.

After they flew for a while, they saw more than a dozen youngsters from the Cabello family
on a field of grass. They were surrounded by more than twenty geniuses from the Lagorio
family and another dozen more from the Hunt family. The two families were viciously staring
at their prey.

There were already seven or eight geniuses from the Cabello family on the ground, their
chests no longer heaving.



“Sh*t. The Lagorio family is truly shameless. They actually joined forces with the Hunt family
to kill our people!”

Daniella was so furious that she shivered.

“Your second sister is there as well!”

Jack gave a hapless smile once he spotted her from a distance.

He was not that surprised by this turn of events. The Lagorio family was not on good terms
with the White family, so of course, they would turn to the Hunt family.

Meanwhile, the Hunt family was evidently holding a grudge against the White family and
Cabello family because of what happened between Jack and Helena.

Hence it was not surprising for them to attack the Cabello family members.

“Looks like my sister’s arm is injured. Crap. There are at least two intermediate stage
fighters in the true god realm in the Hunt family, and the Lagorio family has one. Even if my
sister is at the peak of her form, she’s no match for three fighters at the intermediate stage of
the true god realm!”

Daniella quickly realized that there was a nasty gash on Venus’ s arm. Blood poured from
the wound, staining her sleeve red.

At that moment, the fighting had temporarily stopped. The people surrounding the Cabello
family members all had a wicked smile plastered on their faces, staring at them as though
they were prime cuts of meat.

“Listen to me, everyone. Kill all the Cabello family members but keep Venus alive!”

A man at the intermediate stage of the true god realm from the Hunt family declared to
everyone. “After all, the Second Young Master told us to bring Venus and Daniella to him if
we see them. He’ll appreciate them very much!”

“The Second Young Master is a true womanizer. He even told you this beforehand!”

A man from the Lagorio family flashed a teasing smile.

“Heh. Not bad. There are plenty of geniuses here, and two are at the absolute peak of the
intermediate stage of the true god realm. The Hunt family will probably be p*ssed if they
were to die!”

Yet at this moment, Jack’s voice rang out nearby.

“Second Young Mistress, it’s Third Young Mistress and the young master from the White
family! This is great. I think he’s at the intermediate stage of the true god realm, and the
Third Young Mistress is also at the true god realm. Are we finally saved?”



A girl from the Cabello family spotted Jack and Daniella, and her eyes brightened. She told
venus.

Venus’s heart leaped in delight when she saw them both. She knew that Jack had a flying
sword that could go at high speeds. Even if they could not defeat their opponents, it should
not be a problem to escape so long as everybody hopped onto Jack’s flying sword. At least
not everyone would die there.

She was not going to let them capture her alive. She would rather die than be tainted by the
fatty Second Young Master Hunt.No. 1 Supreme Warrior
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“Sh*t. That punk from the White family is here!”

A youth from the Hunt family noticed Jack and Daniella, and his expression darkened. “I
heard that the punk is pretty good at fighting!”

“This will be troublesome!”

One of the two intermediate stage true god realm fighters from the Hunt family, named
Shawn, could not help but frown when he saw Jack.

However, he quickly managed a cold grin. “He’ll be a nuisance, but we have the numbers on
our side,” he said. “Besides, Venus and the other Cabello family members are severely
injured. They’re not a match for us even if they work together. But there might be quite a few
losses on our side!”

“So confident!”

Jack flipped his palm and took out his black sword, pouring his chi into it.

“The resonance from that sword is very strong!”

Someone quickly realized that the sword was special. His expression darkened as he told
the two fighters from the Hunt family.

“Sh*t. I think that punk’s sword is an ultimate-grade spiritual tool. Only our master has one of
those, yet he has one too!”

Shawn’s expression darkened. He flipped his palm and took out his lower-grade spiritual
tool, gripping it tightly.

He had originally thought that his tool was a pretty good find, but as he wrapped his fingers
around it, he did not feel its novelty anymore.



“Don’t worry. The Lagorio family will attack the Cabello family, while the Hunt family will
surround the White punk first. We’ll get his ultimate grade spiritual tool once we kill him!”

The other man at the intermediate stage of the true god status looked at Jack’s sword,
desire flaming in his eyes. His fighting strength would be increased substantially if he
manages to snatch it.

Shawn’s eyes also brightened when he heard this. They would suffer heavy losses, but
everything would be worth it if they could kill Jack.

Jack could only flash a cold smile as he watched the two. They wanted to snatch his
treasure away even at their cultivation levels. They were seriously looking down on him.

“Good thinking. But let’s see if you can follow it through!”

Jack emitted a mirthless chuckle and slashed a few sword auras.

“Die!”

The Cabello family rushed toward the Lagorio family again. Meanwhile, the Hunt family
retreated to fight Jack instead.

“I’ll help you, Second Sister!”

In a flash, Daniella rushed to Venus’s side.

Bang Bang Bang!

The frightening noise of a fierce skirmish rang out. A few Hunt family members had no way
to counter Jack’s sword auras, and they fell dead.

“Feral Slash!”

“Sky Cleaver!”

The two men who were at the intermediate stage of the true god realm threw out a martial
skill each.

They thought that they could use their martial skills to easily take on Jack’s normal attacks
perhaps they might even injure Jack.

Yet they did not imagine that Jack’s sword aura was so fast. The force behind his slashes
were immense, and their attacks were immediately destroyed.

“No way. That punk didn’t even use his martial skills, and…”
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Shawn’s face darkened. The desire to obtain the ultimate-grade spiritual tool that had
flashed before his eyes had diminished. Solemnity replaced it instead.

At that very moment, he sensed how terrifying Jack truly was, thinking about how the man
before him was a difficult opponent.

“Heh. I won’t waste any more time playing around with you. I can’t allow more Cabello family
members to die!”

Jack chuckled and poured his chi into the sword again. The resonance that rippled off the
sword was even stronger than before.

“Burning Chop!”

Jack took one step forward and gave a mighty swing with his sword. An attack propelled
toward his front.

The slash emanated a faint hint, as though it were a comet threatening to burn everything in
its path. In a flash, it came before Shawn.

“Sh*t. What martial skill is this? A second-grade premium?”

Shawn was so frightened that his face turned white as he sensed the power behind Jack’s
attack. He did not know what to do.

“Whirlwind!”

He quickly tapped into his strongest attack. Unfortunately, it was of no use, as Jack’s attack
destroyed his in a moment. The remaining energy landed on his body.

“Pfft!”

Blood flew everywhere. Shawn’s body was immediately cut into half, and he dropped from
the sky, completely, utterly dead.

“Sh*t. Young Master Shawn is dead!”

The other man at the intermediate stage of the true god realm was so scared that all color
leached from his face. He gave a quick slash and got ready to run.

Yet Jack easily deflected his attack with his own slash. He rushed forward and easily killed
the other man with his Flaming Slash.

“Run!”

The other Hunt family members were all shocked when two of their best fighters fell dead.



They scattered into the forest.

“Die!”

Venus and the others were almost defeated by these people. They had zero intention of
letting them go, chasing after every one of them and killing them.

The Lagorio family member who was at the intermediate stage of the true god realm wanted
to run after seeing that the two fighters from the Hunt family were dead, but he did not
manage to escape Jack’s attack.

“Thank you, Young Master Jack. You’re so strong. We would have died if not for you!”

A few girls from the Cabello family flew over, looking at Jack with admiration shining in their
eyes, as if they were fans of a celebrity.

“That’s right. You were amazing, Young Master Jack. I think you’re much stronger than the
Second Young Mistress!”

“I seriously think that Young Master Jack is stronger than our First Young Mistress as well.
He managed to kill two fighters at the intermediate stage of the true god realm with one
slash each!”

“I’m in love with you, Young Master Jack. Your fighting ability is amazing. I admire you!”

A few girls from the Cabello family looked like lovelorn fools. Some even confessed straight
to Jack.

Venus was internally speechless. Did they have to degrade her like that?

“Ahem. Don’t fret about it too much, Second Sis. He’s just that strong. Hahaha.”

Chapter 1356.
Daniella laughed even though her Second Sister was clearly glum. She was well aware that
Second Sis and Big Sis were the idols of the younger generation in the family. Now though,
the geniuses of the Cabello family were lavishing Jack with their praises, making him their
new idol. Naturally, Second Sis would feel salty about it.

“You’re right. No way about it. He is much stronger than me.”

Venus pursed her lips. She thought about it before speaking, irritated, “But he managed to
do so because he has an ultimate-grade spiritual tool. I could be just as strong as he is if I
had one too!”

She did not think that Daniella would roll her eyes. “Why don’t you just go ahead and say
that you want a superior-grade spiritual tool? Legends say that there’s a treasure that’s even
stronger than an ultimate-grade spiritual tool, and that’s the superior-grade spiritual tool. It’ s



just as mysterious as the ultimate god status. It’s a pity that no one has actually seen one
before. Anyone who gets their hand on one will be unstoppable!”

“A superior-grade spiritual tool?”

It was the first time Jack has heard of this item, and his heart leaped. There were tales of the
ultimate-god status and the superior-grade spiritual tool. The third and fourth-grade spirited
grass was recorded in the book that the First Elder of the Cabello family had, as well as
third-grade alchemical pills. All this was definitely not a coincidence. Jack felt that the
ultimate-god status had truly existed before.

“Heh. If I truly had a superior grade spiritual tool, I might just be able to easily kill the First
Young Master of the Hunt family. Even Master Hunt might beg for his life before me!”

Venus grinned and folded her arms before her chest.

“Hey. How should we divide the spoils?”

After Venus said that, she asked Jack the question, looking at the bodies on the ground.

Jack could not help but furrow his brows when he heard this. Quite a few fighters from the
true god realm as well many of those in the semi-god realm had died. They would probably
have plenty of plaques and goodies in their martial rings.

However, even though Venus and the others were saved by him, he could not bring himself
to ask for all of it.

Besides, the Cabello family members were already starting to clean up the spoils.

Yet Jack did not expect Daniella to step forward and reply before he did, “Second Sis, all of
you managed to survive and win this battle because of Jack. Heh. I think we should give all
of the plaques to him. Besides, he’s the underdog here. The White family has never won a
prize before, right?”

Venus rolled her eyes at Daniella. This girl has not even married Jack but she was already
being strung around like a cow. She would be even worse once she was married.

Still, Venus nodded her head once she recalled that it was because of Jack’s help that they
were able to emerge victoriously. “All right. We’ll give him as many plaques as we can find.
This is the second time he’s saved the Cabello family, after all. We’ll split the spirited grass
and the weapons fifty fifty!”

“Heh. Surely that’s too much. There are so many dead bodies here. If I take all of their
plaques, the White family might just have hope of winning!”

Jack coughed awkwardly and flashed a hapless smile.



“Young Master White, just take it. You saved our lives. I’m sure that the plaques are enough
compensation.”

Before Venus could give a response, a girl from the Cabello family told Jack with a dazzled
expression.

Chapter 1357.
“That’s right. You saved Young Mistress Venus, and you’re a couple with Young Mistress
Helena. We’re family. No need to feel sorry!”

Another girl stared at Jack with her wide, doe eyes. Saliva dripped from the corner of her
mouth, and she did not realize it.

At the sight of all the young female geniuses from the Cabello family becoming more and
more unrestrained, Venus felt even more speechless. She shot a glare at them. “What are all
of you doing? Why are you surrounding Jack? Don’t forget that you’re ladies. Behave
yourselves!”

The girls gradually retreated when they saw that Venus was angry, but they would still cast
glances toward the strong, handsome man.

Daniella did not think that they were out of line though. At any rate, if so many young female
geniuses admired Jack, it meant that she had made the right choice. It meant that she had a
good eye.

After a while, everyone had finished gathering the spoils of war, with over twenty black
plaques in total. Other than that, there were two white plaques.

“So many plaques. Take it quick. Don’t make me regret my decision!”

Venus waved her hand, and the plaques flew toward Jack. She rolled her eyes, her beautiful
face even more attractive with the indignant expression.

Jack smiled and took the plaques.

“Can I choose the spirited grass? Some work better for alchemy. But don’t worry. I won’t take
more than my share!”

Jack said after he looked at the spirited grass.

“You know alchemy?”

Venus’s lips parted in surprise. Alchemy was a highly technical field, and it required great
mental strength. Only those who had fire properties to their chi were able to practice
alchemy, and any other practitioner was lucky enough to even produce a few ordinary pills.



Furthermore, there were very few alchemists in the world. They were practically an
endangered species. The First Elder of the Cabello family and Second Young Master Hunt
were alchemy experts, and it was because of that fact that they earned the respect of many
others.

Venus did not think that Jack, who was from the mortal realm, would actually know alchemy.

“Of course he does. Not only is he an alchemist, but a first-grade premium one at that!”

Daniella spoke of Jack with a proud expression. She flipped her palm and took out the
first-grade premium pill that Jack gave her. She waved it before her sister’s eyes in a
goading manner. “See, Second Sis? Jack created this and gave it to me!”

“My God. It’s really a first-grade premium pill. It’ll be very useful to anyone at the true god
status. I didn’t think that Jack could create such a precious item and give it to the Third
Young Mistress!”

Quite a few youngsters from the Cabello family stared at the pill with admiration. No wonder
the First Young Mistress so easily liked him and even kissed him in public. A man like this
was one in a million.

Chapter 1358.
Never mind the others. Even Venus was looking at the pill with admiration.

She stared at it for a while before she simpered toward Jack,” Hmph. Not fair!”

“Not fair?”

Jack furrowed his brows, unsure of what she meant. Venus knew that he and Daniella were
the real couple around here. Was it not normal for him to give a pill to his girlfriend?

The other Cabello family members exchanged glances, strange expressions on their faces.
It was their first time seeing Venus using a simpering tone when speaking with someone
else.

“Of course. Hmph. You’re a couple with Big Sis, and you gave Daniella a first-grade premium
pill. But don’t forget that I’m their sister as well!”

Venus harrumphed coldly and spoke in a coquettish voice.

Daniella’s lips parted. She never thought that even though her second sister knew the
relationship between her and Jack, she would still pull on a mask to fight for a single pill.

Jack also never thought that Venus would use that excuse to get a pill. He gave a bitter
smile. “No problem. I’ll give you another pill like that,” he said.” But I’ll only do it once I’m free
at night!”



When Venus heard this, her face broke into a grin. “You said it yourself,” she said excitedly.”
Don’t you dare go back on your word!”

“Of course. I always keep my promises!”

Jack nodded his head, then he heard a roar from the distance.

“All right. Let’s split the weapons quickly and get out of here,” he said. “A few monsters are
close. Let’s not look for unnecessary trouble!”

“All right. Half-half!”

Venus was especially happy. She had been stuck in the intermediate stage of the true god
realm for a while now. If Jack truly gave her the first-grade premium pill, she would be able to
break into the advanced stage of the true god status a little sooner. It would be difficult, but
the pill would be a significant boost to her abilities.

After all, not only would such a pill contain purified ingredients, without the impurities, it
would give a burst of energy when one was about to make a breakthrough. Once one broke
through, it could still provide a source of chi.

If one did not have a pill, they would need at least second-grade elementary or
second-grade intermediate spirited grass. They would require a few stalks of it as well as
some first-grade premium grass before they could even attempt to make a breakthrough

If they only used spirited grass, the effects would be far weaker than using a pill. Not only
was the chi in spirited grass less purified than the chi in a pill, but it also does not contain
much chi. A stalk of spirited grass would not supply enough chi so one needed to use a
second stalk to replenish their chi when they were trying to make a breakthrough.

With this method, one’s spirit could easily be affected while switching between spirited grass
and failing to make a breakthrough. If one was unlucky, they would suffer from backlash and
become injured. They would need to recuperate for a while and realign their spirit to try once
more.

Some people were talented enough, but they would fail to break into the next level multiple
times after they reached the intermediate stage of the true god status. Some would have
their spirits severely affected but would still be unable to take the next step even after
decades of trying, and even till their last breath.

Chapter 1359.
Of course, for some people who lack natural talent, they might even arrive at a bottleneck
and not able to advance further in practicing martial arts.



“All right, let’s go! Remember, from today onward, the Cabello family and the White family
are on good terms. We’re one family, understand? If we were to meet the White family again,
don’t get into any disputes, do you hear me?”

After distributing the spoils of war, Venus waved her hand and gave the order to the
geniuses of the Cabello family.

Ray of warm sunshine bloomed inside Jack as he heard Venus’s words. He hoped that the
relationship between the two families would improve and become better moving forward
through this tournament. At least the three sisters of the Cabello family no longer harbor
hatred toward him. It would be even better if they could praise him and say one or two good
things about him in front of Alejandro.

Soon, Jack and the others left the scene.

Not long after Jack and the others left, the Second Young Master of the Hunt family arrived
at the same place together with several men from the Hunt family

“Sh*t! It’s Shawn! God d*mmit! Shawn Hunt and Hanson Hunt were both at the intermediate
stage of the true god realm, and they were killed!”

Staring at the cold bodies on the ground, one of the Hunt family members was shocked to
the core. There were quite a few dead men from the Hunt family here on the ground and
their martial levels were not low at all. Who could that be who killed them all? They
wondered.

“Judging from the condition of these bodies, the fight was not very intense. And from the
mess, we can presume that Shawn and Hanson had joined forces with the fighters of the
Lagorio family to besiege the Cabello family! Damn, I didn’t expect that even when they have
joined forces, they were no match for the other party!”

Tyrell took a closer look at the situation around the scene and concluded with certainty.
“There ‘s only one person in the Cabello family who was able to kill Shawn and the others!”

Chapter 1360.
“Am I in heaven now? I get to watch a good-looking man concentrate on refining pills!”

A young girl whispered to another young girl next to her. Her gaze toward Jack was full of
admiration and adoration.

“Yes, it’s such a rare opportunity!”

The other pressed her lips together, forming a shy smile. They spoke in a low and gentle
voice, fearing that they might disrupt Jack.

“The entrance of this cave is wide and noticeable, we’ll be discovered easily!”



Venus stared at the cave’s entrance and her brows snapped together. She was worried.

However, she was confident in the Cabello family’s overall prowess. The Cabello family was
one of the eight reclusive families and they held a high position in the list. Among the
families that participated in the tournament, not many of them could induce fear in the
Cabello family. As long as the lady luck was with them today, there should be no problem.

Time passed slowly. Jack’s speed in refining the pills was obviously much faster than the
previous time when he first made the pill.

After all, the successful experience he had last time boosted his confidence in refining pills.
Now he was more and more comfortable with this alchemy process.

“It shall be completed soon. It seems to have started to condense and coagulate. I’ve
observed how the First Elder refined this pill once before!”

Venus wheeled her head and looked at Jack. She breathed a sigh of relief in her heart. She
believed that Jack would successfully refine this pill as long as there were no interruptions in
a while. The chances of him creating the pill successfully were high since everything seemed
to be going very well.

“Hey, there’s a cave over here. Let’s spend the night there today!”

Nonetheless, at this very moment, Venus heard a man’s voice come from outside the cave.

“Good idea, Cousin! The cave seems wide and spacious enough for all of us to stay for the
night!”

Another woman’s voice sounded right after the man’s voice, and it was followed by the
chatter of several men. It seemed like there were a lot of men who came to this cave.

Venus’s face sunk into the deepest. Daniella, on the other hand, stood up and came next to
Venus with a dulled and gloomy face.

“Venus, what should we do?”

Daniella whispered into Venus’s ear.

“Sigh! Let’s go out and see who they are!”

Venus flashed a bitter smile and walked out of the cave together with Daniella and several
geniuses of the Cabello family.

By the time the two of them and their geniuses arrived at the entrance of the cave, the group
of people had already stepped into the cave, not too far away from them.



Venus immediately breathed a huge sigh of relief when she noticed that the group of people
turned out to be just men from a third-class family. These men before them did not at all
pose a single threat to them.

“Sh*t! Young Master, the cave is occupied! And by the people from the Cabello family! We’re
so done for!”

A fatty recognized the group of people-Venus and her peoplewho came out from the cave,
and terror immediately stabbed his heart. He was trembling inside as he reported to the guy
who possessed the strongest combat prowess among them

These were only geniuses from a third-class family; therefore, the highest realm they could
go, at most, would be the late stage of the semi-god realm. There was not even a fighter at
the peak stage of the semi-god realm, let alone the elementary stage of the true god realm.

Hence, when they saw a member from the Cabello family, their smiles faded and all possible
colors drained out of their faces. Some of them even stumbled back a few steps in fear.

“Dear sir and madams, we…we were robbed of our tokens by the Hunt family just before,
and now we are really out of tokens. Please spare us and let us go!”

Chapter 1361.
The man who was leading the group was equally frightened. They were afraid of such an
encounter with martial practitioners of true god-level ability. The heads on their necks
depended on the mood of the stronger fighters. If the stronger ones were unhappy, the
weaker ones had to say goodbye to their heads.

They truly did not expect to meet strong geniuses from the Cabello family this late at night.

Venus shot the other party glances before saying, “Leave the place and find another site to
stay!”

“Thank you so much, Second Young Mistress Cabello!”

These men before the Cabellos let out a sigh of relief in their hearts and quickly left the
scene.

“Sigh. They’re really unlucky to run into the Second Young Master of the Hunt family. The
tokens that they’ve worked so hard to get the past few days were snatched away just like
that! In a blink of an eye!”

Daniella expressed her thoughts as she saw the other party left the cave.

“They’re considered fortunate that the Second Young Master Hunt did not take their lives.
Their family has not offended any other families, they’re good. But the reality is cruel. If the
Second Young Master Hunt was in a bad mood, I’m afraid that they will no longer be alive!”



“Hahaha, it’s been a long time!”

Venus’s expression morphed into one of horrified shock in the next second.

At this moment, a cheerful yet sinister laugh shot through the air in the cave. The Second
Young Master Hunt and several of his men strode toward the direction of the cave from the
White not far away. He looked at Venus and the others smilingly.

“What the heck! Aren’t we too unfortunate? Jack is in the most critical moment in creating
the pill right now and he’s gotten nearer and nearer to the end. If he’s disturbed, I think
everything will be ruined!”

Daniella’s forehead creased as she spoke to Venus. Concerns and worries were all written
on her face.

Venus’s expression hardened.” His martial status is the same as mine. I’ll try to hold him up
for a while, and we’ll have to put our bet on Jack. See if he can succeed.” She added.

“Okay. You’ve never fought him before, and I heard that his fighting prowess is very strong
and powerful. Second Sis, you have to be extra careful!”

Daniella pressed her lips together and the lines between her brows grew deeper. She was
worried for Venus.

“Don’t worry. I’ll be careful!”

Venus replied in a gentle voice.

“Oh my little beauties, what are you muttering over there? Hmm?”

The Second Young Master Hunt stopped not far away and waved his hand, while his men
dispersed and surrounded the cave in formation.

The geniuses of the Cabello family who were inside the cave came to the entrance
immediately when they heard sounds coming from outside.

Their faces blanched and turned unsightly when they found out that the other party was the
Hunt family.

“Nah, nothing worth your attention. Second Young Master Hunt, it’s really been a long time!
How’re you doing lately?”

Venus flashed an awkward smile. This was the first time she met the Second Young Master
Hunt since the competition started. She was clueless to the fact that the current Second
Young Master Hunt was no longer lingering around the intermediate stage of the true god
realm and has broken through to the late stage of the true god realm. His combat prowess
was a few times stronger than Helena who was already at the late stage of true god realms
for several years.



Nonetheless, the Second Young Master Hunt did not know Venus intended to stall him. He
simply thought that Venus and the others had already fallen into his grips and were trapped.
“Well, I m doing quite well lately. We’re the Hunt family, you know, many of those people
from what second-class or third-class families surrender their tokens the second they see
me. I don’t even have to fight them! Haha!” he said slowly.

He then stretched his back and added in a prideful tone, “Sigh! It’s really amazing to have
high combat prowess and martial status. Everything will be smooth sailing and effortless for
me. And such a tournament, for someone like me, actually means nothing!”

Chapter 1362.
“What do you mean by it means nothing? Would you mind elaborating?”

Venus asked deliberately to hold him up and create more time for Jack.

“Heh, it’s not that simple? Those fighters from the second and third-class families can only
surrender their tokens to me when they meet me. I don’t even have to fight for it and the
tokens are already in my hands. There are not many that can defeat me, even your sister is
no match for me! Well, except for my brother, I don’t think there’s anyone else on this earth
that can defeat me. Was I clear enough?”

Tyrell chortled and added, “I’ m definitely in the top three in the tournament this time. And
based on the overall result, the Hunt family is definitely number one!”

“You’re a little overconfident, aren’t you? I don’t think my sister is weaker than you!”

Venus sneered. Hints of contempt formed in her eyes.

“Heh, you’re not informed, are you? Your sister was almost captured alive by me before. If it
wasn’t for that b* stard Jack, who took advantage of my inattention and fled with your sister,
she’ d have become my woman by now! Hmph!”

The Second Young Master Hunt snorted coldly. He rubbed his chin and looked at both Venus
and Daniella in front of him. “But well, God is fair to me. Your sis has indeed gotten away
from my grip, but now God has sent both of you to me. Hehe! It’s going to be even more fun
this time around!” he expressed playfully.

Venus did not expect Tyrell to be such a b*stard and shamelessly spill those words. “Oh
wow, I initially thought that since you have excellent talent and exceptional alchemy skill, you
would be a decent gentleman! I truly didn’t expect that the Second Young Master of the
legendary Hunt family to be such a brazen and shameless jerk!”

“A decent gentleman? Heh!”

Tyrell laughed out loud after hearing Venus’s words. “Is being a decent gentleman
worthwhile? In the past, I was very conscious of my image and reputation, wanting to



become a ‘decent gentleman’ in your eyes, but what has it brought me? In the end, I’m only
a fool who was neglected by the three of you!”

The more Tyrell expressed his feeling, the more agitated he became. “On the contrary, I
found that this time the tournament is really tailor-made for me! I don’t have to take into
account your feelings. Whoever I want to kill, I will kill, whoever I want to violate, I will violate,
including you, the legendary Three Golden Flower of the Cabello family! Gentleman? Decent
man? Bullsh*t! You’ll not fall in love with me even if I’m decent! You dislike my ugliness, and
my fattiness, don’t you?”

“Funny. We won’t like someone like you, even if you ‘re good-looking!”

Daniella rolled her eyes at the other party and countered without giving face to the other
party.

“Hmph, you don’t like me, right? It’s alright. I’ll make you like me in a moment!”

The Second Young Master Hunt grunted coldly. He clenched his fists and a layer of chi
energy formed around his fists. The chi energy was vibrating aggressively around his fists.

Venus, on the other hand, was tongue-tied at the situation. She initially planned to hold him
up for a while, hence she deliberately asked questions to take Tyrell for a conversational
stroll. But, one sentence from Daniella had completely agreed with the beast inside Tyrell.

“Daniella, why did you provoke him!”

Venus expressed her dissatisfaction. She was left with no other way but to step forward with
gritted teeth and clenched fists. The chi energy surrounded her clenched fists as well. “I
hope I can hold him up for a little longer,” she said.

Daniella only then realized her mistake. Her words caused her and the others the trouble
that she could not imagine. She was rendered speechless. She could only ball her fists and
enclosed them with chi energy and stood beside her sister.” Venus, this fella is way too
powerful. You would find it difficult to fight him alone. We’ve to join forces together to fight
him. Besides, we don’ t know about the incident that involved Helena, not sure if he was
bragging or if it was true!”

“Alright, your martial status is not low, we shall fight together!”

Venus nodded. The two exchanged glances and charged toward Tyrell in a flash.“That’s
right! Only Helena Cabello is capable of that! Venus Cabello was not bad either, but her
combat prowess could not wipe off both Shawn and Hanson. Besides, the genius from the
Lagorio family was also at the intermediate stage of the true god realm. To kill three
geniuses at the intermediate stage of the true god realm in one shot, only Helena could do
that!” The men of the Hunt family from before commented and concurred.



Tyrell’s face sunk into the deepest. “There’s no trace of any monster beasts here, which
means they haven’t gotten too far from here. Let’s go, let’s hurry to the forest to pursue after
their tracks and see if we could run into them!”

Tyrell’s fists clenched tightly as he spoke. “Helena Cabello, hmph! It looks like she has
gotten into the killing spree mode against the Hunt family since her escape last time. She
better pray that I’d not run into her, otherwise, I’ll let her know what the consequences are for
going against the Hunt family!”

The geniuses of the Cabello family had become very enthusiastic and warm-hearted toward
Jack. Every one of them would listen to his words, including Venus. After Jack had saved her
life twice in a row, she had no enmity toward Jack anymore.

When the night arrived, everyone found a spacious cave to live in. Jack took out the
alchemical material from the night before to continue his pillmaking

“Jack is going to make and refine the pills; you guys try not to talk loudly so that he could
concentrate on refining the pills!”

Venus felt a flare of joy when she saw Jack taking out his pill furnace. If Jack succeeded in
refining the pill this time, he would definitely give it to her, she thought.

At the thought that she was about to receive a first-grade premium pill, Venus’s spirit
lightened and happiness swelled within her.

Chapter 1363.
Swoosh!

Both of the Cabellos were fast; one charged toward Tyrell on the left, and another on the
right. They arrived in front of Tyrell within seconds and punched their fists out at him in
anger.

“Hmmph. Trying to stall me?”

Tyrell frowned and then laughed sinisterly.” Seriously, I don’t know what would be the use of
you guys holding me up. Haha! You’ll still be my spoils of war in the end, sooner or later!”

In just a blink of an eye, he took advantage of the gap where Venus was slightly faster than
Daniella and instantly blasted two punches toward the ladies.

Bang Bang!

Two loud thud sounds pierced through the air, and in the next second, Venus has blasted
several meters away, only then she managed to stabilize her body and landed on the
ground.



However, Daniella-whose martial status was only at the early stage of the true god
realm-was blasted several feet away, and after falling onto the ground, mouthfuls of blood
gushed out of her mouth. Her face blanched in an instant.

“Daniellita!”

Venus looked in the direction of Daniella, her eyebrows knitted together. “You…you’ re
already at the late stage of the true god realm?” She stared at Tyrell with a solemn yet
intense

Expression.

“Haha! I was a fan of procrastination and didn’t fancy training and practicing my martial arts.
And I still broke through to the middle stage of the true god realm in no time. But this time, to
make sure the Three Golden Flowers would be no match for me, I specially trained a little
harder before the tournament and broke through to the late stage of the true god realm! So
now, not to mention your sister who obviously is not my opponent, even if the three of you
join forces together, you guys are still no match for me!”

Tyrell laughed hard and then sneered with a playful expression, “The reason why I want to
break through so badly is because I want to make sure I can own the three of you. So that
you’ll know that I, Tyrell Hunt, the Second Young Master of the legendary Hunt family, is not
someone you can mess with!”

“Shameless b*stard!”

Anger rose in Venus like a tide as she listened to his words. She stared deadly at the other
party with malice and hatred; she did not at all see this coming, that this Young Master Hunt
was a shameless b*stard!

“Shameless b*stard?”

Tyrell chuckled loud again.” What’s so shameless about me? Even if I kill all geniuses of the
Cabello family, it’s still within the rules of the tournament. But, I won’t kill you now, I still want
to have some fun with you. I’ll keep you with me, and when we go out to public places, I’ll
show everyone that the Three Golden Flowers are my women!”

Tyrell’s eyes were covered with madness. “If the three of you carried my babies in the future,
that would be even better! Maybe, by that time, each of you heavily pregnant with a baby
belly will beg me to marry you!”

“Dream on! Even if I die, I won’t marry you!”

Fury vibrated through Venus’ s whole being. Tyrell used to have a decent image and
reputation. Unexpectedly, he completely tore off his disguise in the midst of this tournament.



Venus clenched her fists and the chi energy once again desperately gushed out and
enclosed her fists. She then blasted out a punch toward Tyrell.

A huge fist-shape chi energy soon appeared before Venus. She shot out an incomparably
solid fistshape chi energy-that was taller and wider than a mantoward Tyrell. The chi attack
carried thick and harsh chi energy, heading straight for Tyrell.

Chapter 1364.
“Heh? Just this?”
When Tyrell looked at this martial technique, a cold smile formed on his face.“ What makes
you think that a first-grade premium level yet basic technique would earn you the win? You’re
using a technique that people of second-class families

Uses!”

Tyrell recognized this martial technique at first glance. It was an elementary technique. He
then clenched his fist and enclosed it with chi energy and blasted out with a single punch.

Swoosh!

In front of him, a larger fist shape chi attack was formed and the attack seemed even more
solid than the attack that Venus had just blasted out.

Boom!

A huge thud sounded. Venus’ s attack was easily countered by the other party, even, the
other party had cast a more powerful chi attack. Waves of chi energy headed straight toward
Venus and blasted her a few meters away. She could taste the bittersweet in her throat, and
the next second, mouthfuls of blood spewed out of her mouth.

“I’m getting bored. Let’s end this!”

Tyrell, once again, let out a cold smile and slapped out another punch.

This time, an even larger palm-shaped chi attack flew out of his palm. The air around the
attack vibrated vigorously and the leaves on the trees nearby had fallen due to the strong air
vibration. Leaves and dust began to dance with the wind resulting from the chi energy. The
attack was more terrifying than the previous one.

In facing the frightening chi attack, Venus’s eyes were filled with a grave and solemn look.
She then flipped her palm and drew out a precious sword, and began to inject her chi energy
into the sword.

“Ah!”

Venus let out a soft cry and swung her sword. A semicircular blade was shot out and headed
straight for the palm-shaped chi attack. The blade attack carried unrelenting chi energy.



“Heh? A second-grade martial technique? From the looks of it, it should be a second-grade
elementary level!”

On the opposite side, Tyrell’s eyes slightly lit up at the blade attack in front of him.” This
martial skill is not bad. And you made it seem terrifying too. Good job! But, it’s nothing in
front of me. You’re still too naïve to hope that this kind of attack could counter my attack!”

Boom!

Just before Tyrell’s words fell, the attacks from both sides once again collided with a
deafening sound, causing the geniuses of the Hunt family-who stood not far away-to stumble
a few steps back. The clash between the two powerhouses, allowing them to, once again,
witness the strength of the top three of the reclusive families.

The huge palm-shaped chi attack was naturalized a lot by the blade attack, however, the
blade attack by Venus was obviously not solid and strong enough to hold back Tyrell’s
attack. Tyrell’s attack had slowly devoured every bit of Venus’s attack.

“Dammit! He’s too powerful! We’re simply not his opponent. He’s completely at a different
level!”

Venus’s face turned even more unsightly at the realization. Beads of sweat were dripping
down from her forehead.

In order to make her attack a little more powerful, she had actually injected some of her
mental strength into it, so that her attack could be stronger and more solid.

Nonetheless, if her attack was destroyed, she would also suffer severe injury.

“Pfft!”

Sure enough, Venus’s sword aura was completely destroyed by Tyrell. She spurted out
plenty of blood.

Tyrell’s palm-shaped chi attack was only neutralized by a little. With the remaining chi attack,
it continued to rush forward and was about to land on Venus’s tiny body

“It’s over. I’ll be seriously injured this time!”

Venus could not help but smile bitterly at the situation before her. The other party was
already at the late stage of the true god realm. The thickness and powerfulness of his chi
energy was nothing she could compare with.

Chapter 1365.



Not to mention that Tyrell was the prodigy among the geniuses. The technique he used was
a high-level technique of the Hunt family. Venus was no match at all.

Swoosh!

Nevertheless, a dark silhouette bolted out from the cave within milliseconds at that moment
and stood in front of Venus. A sword aura was cast out toward the front.

Swoosh!

The sword aura appeared and landed directly on top of the palm-shaped chi attack. The two
chi attacks clashed wildly together, and in the end, they neutralized and canceled each other
out.

“Jack! You’ve done refining the pill? That’s great!”

Seeing that it was Jack who blocked Venus, Daniella’s spirits flew high, at the same time, the
boulder in her heart was lifted. She had seen Jack s combat prowess with her own eyes. He
was so much stronger than her second sister-Venus.

“Yup, the pill is completed. Thanks for helping me to earn some time. I was about to
succeed, and if I was interrupted, everything would be ruined and I’d have to restart the
whole process!”

Jack bobbed his head and then looked at Venus who was behind his back. “Leave it to me!”

“You, alone? Are you sure you can defeat him? Why don ‘t I join forces with you and perhaps
we have a chance to win that way!”

Venus was a little concerned.

Without responding to Venus, Jack flipped his palm and took out a healing pill for Venus.
“Retreat to the cave. This fatty sc*mbag, I’ve long wanted to teach him a lesson, and this
time there are no intervening factors; no one else is here. I won’t let him off the hook again
this time!”

“Tch, tch! Who else can that be? Of course, the b*stard Jack is here. Last time I let you get
away with Helena. Today, God sent you to me again, I won’t let you have the chance to
escape anymore!”

Once Tyrell saw that the dark figure was Jack, he started to laugh coldly. Then he wheeled
his head to face Daniella and Venus, “Oh, now I get it. You two were trying to earn some
time for this b*stard, right? Waiting for him to finish refining the pill and come out to rescue
you! Hehehe! What a bunch of naïve toddlers. This b*stard escaped with your sister from
me! Do you think he could save you when he was the escapee?”

“I believe in Jack!”



However, Venus stepped forward and voiced her faith. “Hmmm. What’s that name again?
Shawn? Shawn Hunt? Wasn’t he killed by Jack in a blink of an eye?”

“You killed him?”

The Second Young Master Hunt was taken aback by the new piece of information. He was
surprised. “Right, I forgot, that you were able to rescue Helena right under my nose, so your
combat prowess should be similar to Helena’s. It looks like you’ve also broken through to the
late stage of the true god realm!”

Tyrell halted before continuing, “But, even if you’ ve broken through to the late stage of the
true god realm, that’s of no use too. Helena is in this realm and she’s considered as one of
the tops and yet she is no match at all!”

“I didn’t kill you last time because, first, I don’t want to offend the Hunt family, and second, I
sensed two unfamiliar auras hiding under the shadow that time. If I were to kill you that time,
they’d have fled immediately and reported to their masters. Then, when the tournament was
over, everybody would know that I killed you. That’d be bad!”

Jack responded with an emotionless face. “But now there are no outsiders here, and the
things you’ve done recently have made me set my mind to kill you!”

“Wow, set your mind to kill him? Brat, aren’t you a little bit too arrogant? The strength and
power of our Second Young Master is not something you can be compared with!”

A genius of the Hunt family who was standing aside sneered and had his arms clasped
before his chest, as though he was hearing the biggest joke ever.

“That’s right, our Second Young Master Hunt’s talent is so powerful that even the First Young
Master has to be careful with him! It’s just that he was slacking before and didn’t really like to
train. Otherwise, he’d have become the youngest person to have reached the peak of the
true god realm!”

Another young female genius chimed in, likewise, she worshipped and admired the Second
Young Master Hunt immensely.

“Brat, come on. You won’t be able to get away this time!”

Tyrell stretched out his hand, the chi energy on it began to surge incessantly. The chi energy
on his body also dispersed and blended into the surrounding, making the leaves under his
feet flew and fluttered around him.

Chapter 1366.
“What a strong aura! Can Young Master Jack take it?” Several young people from the
Cabello family started worrying for Jack after they felt the Second Young Master Hunt’s
strength.



“There’s nothing to worry about. We’ve witnessed Young Master Jack’s combat power before
this!” said the several women who adored Jack, confidently so. “Their strength must be
comparable even if he can’t win. By then, there would still be time for us to escape. Anyway,
it wouldn’t be an issue if Young Master Jack took action!”

“Tiger Roaring Fist!” came Second Young Master Hunt’s roar, fists balled tightly as he
punched toward the person in front of him.

“Roar!” The sound of a terrifying tiger roar could be heard following his punch. A tiger
accumulated by his Chi appeared in front of him.

The realistic tiger seemed to stand a few meters tall as it carried itself like the king of the
jungle.

“Oh my god!” Face contorted in horror, Daniella yelled to the rest, “Everybody, back off!”

Members of the Hunt family were also startled by this. They traveled some distance away as
they were afraid of getting hurt in the fight.

“Young man, do you know how strong I am right now?” Second Young Master Hunt smiled
coldly. “I’ve already connected my mental strength with this attack so that its power can be
maximized to the strongest level. This is all to end you, right here, right now!”

“Let’s see if you’re capable of that!” Jack curled his hands into fists and also punched
forward. A light-blue color dragon took to the air as a frightening dragon’s sound could be
heard.

This dragon seemed to be equally shocking. The dragon seemed lifelike in appearance as
its whiskers, talons, and scales could be made out clearly.

“What the f*ck?! This martial skill is quite strong!” Daniella’s eyes lit up when she saw this.
“Is this the Tiger Dragon Fight? Where did Jack get this martial skill from? He’s impossible;
this is a second-grade intermediate martial skill!”

“Seems like you’re strong enough to stand against me, young man!” Second Young Master
Hunt’s fighting spirit was also ignited. “You’re a surprise in this competition. It looks like
you’ve broken through and achieved the final stages of the true-god level. It’s impossible for
you to carry out such a powerful attack if you hadn’t! You’ve broken through, so it’s no
surprise you dare fight me!”

Jack was speechless. “Let me show you my fighting prowess!”

Jack slowly released his suppressed aura after he spoke. For the first time, the aura his
body and his vibration that he hid well for so long was released “I–Impossible!” Second
Young, Master Hunt shook his head continuously when he felt that Jack’s aura was much
stronger than his. “Based on your vibration, you still have the fighting prowess of an
intermediate stage at the true god level, but your aura has already achieved the final stage,



maybe even the peak stage of the true-god level. What… What martial art technique did you
train yourself with?”

“Haha… I don’t think there’s a need to explain that to you!” Jack laughed, no longer
bothering to continue. With a wave of his hand, the dragon flew to the sky before rushing
down at the tiger.

“Roar!”

Second Young Master Hunt also waved his hand and the tiger in front of him rushed forward.

Thooom!

Both animals immediately crashed onto each other.

“Die!” Second Young Master Hunt gritted his teeth as he looked forward in hatred. He had
tightly connected his mental strength with the tiger.

Jack could also feel how strong Second Young Master Hunt’s combat power was. If that was
not the case,

Helena, who was already in the final stage of the true-god level, could not have lost to him.

Chapter 1367.
Nonetheless, Jack’s combat power was much stronger than Helena’s.

“Go!” Focusing his line of sight, he controlled the dragon to roar continuously with his mental
strength. The dragon lunged at his opponent with its huge talons.

Crack!

Unable to withstand its might, the tiger slowly fell apart.

Although Jack’s dragon had started to dim and looked like it would break at any moment, its
attack was much stronger than the tiger’s, and that showed.

“Mphf!”

Eventually, Second Young Master Hunt could not hold up as he vomited a mouthful of blood.
He turned pale as he stumbled a couple of steps backward.

“How’s this possible? He’s wounded?!” The Hunt family prodigies that were extremely
confident in Young Master Hunt were floored at the turn of events before their eyes, and they
wondered if they were hallucinating.

Jack’s attack had genuinely wounded Second Young Master Hunt.



“This is great!” Inwardly ecstatic, Helena nearly leaped in excitement. She could never have
withstood Second Young Master Hunt’s attack.

However, not only did Jack withstand this attack, but he even destroyed the attack and
wounded the opponent.

Roar!

The dragon had dimmed and turned smaller, though it still rushed toward Second Young
Master Hunt with its overpowering dragon’s might.

Second Young Master Hunt saw the dragon come rushing to him the moment he vomited
blood, and he was so frightened that his face continued to pale. In a hurry, he could only
gather a thin layer of Chi protective layer around his body to protect himself.

Second Young Master Hunt regained a faint peace of mind after he protected himself. He
was lucky to have made it in time, or he would have been badly wounded if he was struck by
the remaining wave of energy from Jack’s attack.

Thoom!

The dragon carried its remaining power and crashed against Second Young Master Hunt’s
protective layer the moment it was formed.

The protective layer started to tremble and the strong impact forced Second Young Master
Hunt to move several steps backward.

Second Young Master Hunt’s face was covered in cold sweat, but he managed to withstand
it in the end as the barrier blocked the entire attack.

“It looks like there’s still some difference!” Jack sighed faintly when he saw how his opponent
managed to hold himself against his attack. He seemed to be displeased with himself.

Second Young Master Hunt’s heart bled when he heard this. This guy had wounded him
already, yet he was still displeased with what he did. This was a huge humiliation to him.

“You got on my nerves, young man!” Second Young Master Hunt dismissed his protective
layer and moved forward. With the flip of his hand, a sword appeared.

“A middle-grade spiritual tool?” Jack gave it a glance before taking out his sword with a flip of
his hand. He then infused his Chi into his black sword.

The sword in Jack’s hand immediately emitted a daunting wave of fluctuation. As for Jack,
his imposing manner had increased by several folds compared to previously.

“What is this weapon? Even his momentum has changed!” Several young people from the
Hunt family grew fearful when they saw Jack’s sword and the confidence Jack unconsciously
showed.



If… If their Second Young Master Hunt died, none of them—who had low fighting
prowess-could escape.

Chapter 1368.
“It’s an ultimate-grade spiritual tool!” Tyrell soon felt the difference of that black sword in
Jack’s hands. Initially pompous and confident in himself, he grew wary as realization dawned
on him, his doubt reflected in his expression.

“What?! It’s an ultimate-grade spiritual tool?”

“No wonder this guy is so confident; it’s because he owns such an invaluable item!”

“I wonder if the second young master can still defeat that guy this time!” Several members of
the Hunt family were slightly worried after they confirmed that the sword in Jack’s hands was
indeed an ultimate-grade spiritual tool.

“Don’t worry. Our second young master had trained his martial skill, Hundred Leaves Chop,
to its best. His combat power isn’t something a normal person can compete with. As for
Jack, even though he has the support of an ultimate grade spiritual tool, he’s only in an
intermediate of the true-god level. There’s still a lot of hope for us!” a man from the Hunt
family said confidently after he thought about it.

With that, many of them grew somewhat more confident about the situation after they heard
this analysis.

“Hundred Leaves Chop!” At this moment, Tyrell swung his sword toward Jack.

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!

One by one, attacks in the form of leaves appeared in front of him. There were more than
100 leaf blades as they covered a huge space.

Jack eyed the attack and discovered that these leaves were much faster compared to those
Tyrell used to attack Helena before. These leaves were also sharper than before.

This guy was an indisputable genius as his fighting prowess had once again risen within
these couple of days upon entering the forest.

Jack had no doubt that Tyrell would be able to break through and achieve the peak stage of
the true-god level if he focused on training.

“Blade Wave!” As he noted the leaves aiming toward him, Jack swung his sword and used
his second-grade premium martial skill, Blade Wave.

Fwoosh! Fwoosh! Fwoosh!



Waves of sword aura appeared in front of Jack as though they were like flying swords. The
flying swords coagulated into waves and went surging toward Tyrell, endless as they
attacked him.

“This guy has a secondgrade premium martial skill too?” Second Young Master Hunt was
extremely frightened when he saw Jack’ sattack. He remembered how Jack also used a
martial skill when he rescued Helena, but that martial skill was not as domineering as this
one.

Nonetheless, the previous martial skill was just as daunting.

Thoom! Thoom! Thoom!

Two horrifying attacks collided against one another at that moment, and bursts of explosions
could be heard.

Members from both the Cabello family and the Hunt family watched on, utterly nervous.
Everybody knew that such a fight between experts would decide the outcome this time.

No matter which side won, the other party would only be left with death.

Within seconds, the members of the Hunt family started exclaiming as they realized that
there was something wrong about the situation, “This is bad. Second Young Master Hunt’s
Hundred Leaves Chop couldn’t break through Jack’s attack. The leaves were crushed upon
impact!”

“Run!” One of them turned around and started flying toward the forest, not bothering to think
twice about the situation.

“Go after them!” Daniella immediately ordered members of the Cabello family when she saw
how the people from the other side had prepared to escape.

Chapter 1369.
“We need to run! Quickly!” The other members of the Hunt family started to fly away and
attempted to escape when they saw that Second Young Master Hunt was no longer able to
stand his ground against the attack

Thoom!

Tyrell could not bear it anymore after the explosion occurred. All his leaves had been
destroyed and he vomited a mouthful of blood.

Already heavily wounded before, his face turned extremely pale after he was gravely injured
again.



About half of the power from Jack’s attack came toward him.

“No!” shrieked Tyrell. When he realized he no longer had the time to escape, he gritted his
teeth and quickly formed a small Chi protective layer around his being to surround himself.

Jack’s remaining attack pummeled against the protective Chi layer the moment it was
formed.

Crack!

Second Young Master Hunt had hoped that the protective Chi layer could tank at least half of
the attack for him, but unexpectedly, the protective layer burst into pieces and fell apart in
less than a second after the attack landed on it.

Thoom!

The terrifying attack burst on Second Young Master Hunt’s body, and it sent him flying
several meters far.

Thunk! Thunk! Thunk!

Several trees broke and fell to the ground as his body crashed against them. In the end,
Second Young Master Hunt laid on the ground like a dead dog that could not even move a
finger.

Jack once again appeared in front of Second Young Master Hunt in a flash. At this moment,
Second Young Master Hunt’s eyes were filled with disbelief as he spouted mouthfuls after
mouthfuls of blood.

Jack had a cold expression on his face as he raised the sword in his hands.

“How… How dare you want to kill me? I’m the Hunt family’s second young master. Young
man, if you kill me…” Second Young Master Hunt threatened Jack with his faint breath.

Fwoosh!

Unfortunately, Jack had stabbed him with his sword before he finished his sentence. Blood
spluttered out and Second Young Master Hunt died just like that.

Jack knelt and picked up Tyrell’s martial ring.

“Mphf!”

At that moment, blood audibly sputtered out of Quentin’s mouth as he waited outside the
forest.

“Master Hunt, what happened?!” asked Trenton immediately as he felt that something was
wrong after he saw what happened. Everybody else also looked at Quentin.



“Damn it… Somebody killed my son! Tyrell… Tyrell has been killed!” So enraged was
Quentin that his face turned green and his voice trembled.

He never thought his son would die. Apart from that, the competition had just started for a
couple of days.

“That’s impossible. How do you know that, Master Hunt?” The other family masters were in
disbelief when they heard this. They could not believe that a genius like Tyrell would die in
such a competition.

Apart from that, nobody would be daring enough to kill him even if his opponent was
stronger than him. Although life-and-death matters were placed aside in this competition and
nobody could look into what happened after the competition ended, everybody knew how
strong and domineering the Hunt family was. Who would dare kill the son of the Hunt family
‘s master under normal circumstances?

Even if they wanted to kill somebody from the Hunt family, they would have chosen
somebody who did not have a high position instead of Tyrell Hunt.

“The Hunt family has a secret technique, and we’re able to form connections with a person
after we inject our mental strength into them. At the very least, we’re able to know if he’s
alive or dead.” Quentin gritted his teeth as hatred filled his eyes. He wiped the blood from the
corners of his mouth as he added, “If the other person died, the person who used this secret
technique on him would also be wounded.”

Chapter 1370.
“Now, the connection between me and my son, Tyrell…is severed! My son!” Quentin seemed
to have grown a couple of years older within mere moments as he plunged into despair.

“I’d like to know which family this prodigy who killed the Second Young Master Hunt came
from!” came the hushed murmurs among some of them.

“That’s right, this person is really daring. I think only the top geniuses from the Eight
Reclusive Families are able to do this!” said a family master from the second-class
aristocratic family after carefully thinking over it. “It’ s considered remarkable for prodigies
from aristocratic families like ours to be in the initial or intermediate stage of the true-god
level. They don’t have the strength to kill the Second Young Master Hunt!”

“My… My son had already broken through to the true god level’s final stage before he
entered the forest, and he also has a middle-grade spiritual tool with him! Who’ d be strong
enough to kill him? I want to know, now!” The furious Quentin tightened his fists, unable to
register his son’s death.

Although life-and-death was also a personal responsibility during the previous competitions,
the competitions were carried out on a stage in a one-on-one configuration. Apart from that,



the competition was considered over when one of them proactively admitted defeat and
jumped off the stage.

He had his reasons for choosing to have a tangled fight in the forest under Kobe Mountain.

He wanted the members of the Hunt family to kill as many prodigies from the first -class
aristocratic families as possible. If he succeeded, the families would face a gap between old
and new prodigies. By then, the Hunt family would maintain their indisputable first-place
ranking

That was also the reason he repeatedly stressed that life and death were personal
responsibilities in this competition. Nobody was allowed to investigate what happened during
the competition after it ended.

He never would have imagined that his second son would die inside the forest.

“He had broken through into the true-god level’s final stage and still got killed?

Whoever killed him must be in the true-god level’s final stage too!” Family Master Lagorio
immediately thought about Jack when he heard this. Even if the Hunt family did not look into
this right away, the members of the Hunt family would surely hate the White family if he
framed the White family for Tyrell’s death.

Trenton immediately walked forward and spoke after he thought about this, “Master Hunt, I
don’t think there are many who can manage this, and there’s a huge possibility that it’s that
young man, Jack White. That guy is extremely talented and has a rather daunting combat
power. I met his punch before, and I know how scary his true strength is!”

Nash was furious when he heard this. How could he not know what the b*stard Trenton was
trying to do?

He immediately walked forward and said, “Master Hunt, you can’t listen to the nonsense
Master Lagorio talks about; this old fella is obviously lying through his teeth. How can my
son match up to the second young master when he had just broken through to the truegod
level’s intermediate stage recently? All of you know that our relationship with the Lagorio
family is extremely bad right now, and he’s blatantly trying to frame us for this!”

“Haha… I still think that there’s a huge possibility that this is your son’s doings. We all know
that Second Young Master Tyrell Hunt pursued Eldest Young Mistress Helena Cabello
previously, but Helena publicly kissed your son on the streets and said that the two of them
are lovers!”

Chapter 1371
Trenton then continued, as if he saw the fight with his own eyes, “No doubt, Second Young
Master Hunt hates your son for that. It’s highly likely that they had a fight to the death if they
happened to meet during the competition. Your son is highly suspicious in this case!”



“Nonsense!” Nash was so angry that his face turned green as he resentfully snapped, “My
son is quite strong, but he’s just broken through and achieved the true-god level intermediate
stage recently, around one month ago. Even if Second Young Master Hunt hadn’t broken
through, my son wouldn’t have bested him. Moreover, Second Young Master Hunt had
already broken through and achieved the final stage of the true god level. How could my son
stand up against him?”

Agitated to the extreme, Nash could not allow Trenton to blame Tyrell’s death on members of
the

White family.

The Hunt family’s old master was also infuriated and stood there in silence. He spoke up
when he saw how agitated Nash was, “That’s enough. I don’t think your son is capable
enough. I know my grandson’s combat power, and he had trained the second -grade
premium martial skill to its best. Together with the fact that the middle-grade spiritual tool can
also increase his combat power, it’ s impossible for that illegitimate son of your family to kill
him!”

Nash relaxed when he heard this. With a faint gesture of his hands, he commented,” Old
Master Hunt is a wise man. It’s obvious that this old b*stard Trenton Lagorio is trying to sow
discord and get rid of us with a borrowed knife!”

“Haha! Why are you so agitated, Nash White? I was just making assumptions since nobody
knows about the situation in the forest at this moment. We can’t even hear the fighting
noises there as everything has been isolated by this blue-colored cover. Who knows if your
son truly did it? You’re so agitated because you’re afraid and guilty!” Although Trenton also
felt that Jack did not do this, he did not want to miss out on this great opportunity to frame
Jack.

After all, Jack would really be in trouble if he succeeded in persuading everyone. There was
a possibility that the White family would be ripped apart without Trenton doing anything
about it.

“I don’t want to waste my time talking to you—all you know is framing others!” Antagonized,
Nash crossed his arms at his chest as he ignored Trenton.

Master Ximenes, Master Zachary, and even Master Cabello had grim expressions as their
families had prodigies at the final stage of the true-god level. Hence, all of them felt that
there was a possibility that somebody from their families killed Second Young Master Hunt.

Alejandro Cabello was extremely worried as Second Young Master Hunt had pursued
Helena before. What if Helena was the one who killed Second Young Master Hunt because
he pestered her during the competition?

After all, he felt that Helena had a terrifying combat power, and it was very likely she was the
one who killed him.



Trenton suddenly glanced at Alejandro at this moment. He thought about it before he patted
his head and said, “I get it now. That guy Jack might not be able to defeat Second Young
Master Hunt, but what if he worked with Eldest Young Mistress Cabello? That’s likely, no?
Jack has quite strong fighting prowess, and Eldest Young Mistress Cabello has the fighting
prowess of the true-god level’s final stage!”

Quentin had a small frown on his face as he turned to Alejandro.

Alejandro was inwardly nervous, considering Quentin had the highest combat power among
all the family masters. Even the number one master, the first elder from the Cabello family,
was not his opponent.

This was the first time he felt afraid as he met Quentin’s cold, hateful gaze.


